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Summary 

Tau displacement from microtubules is the first step in the onset of tauopathies, and is  

followed by toxic protein aggregation. However, other non-canonical functions of Tau 

might have a role in these pathologies. Here, we demonstrate that a small amount of Tau 

localizes in the nuclear compartment and accumulates in both the soluble and DNA-bound 

fractions. We show that nuclear Tau regulates the expression of VGluT1, a disease-

relevant gene directly involved in glutamatergic synaptic transmission. Impeding 

Tau/tubulin interaction in the cytosol favours its nuclear translocation and increases 

VGluT1 expression. Remarkably, the P301L mutation impairs this mechanism leading to a 

loss of function. Altogether, our results provide the demonstration of a direct physiological 

role of Tau on gene expression. Alterations of this mechanism may be at the basis of the 

onset of neurodegeneration. 
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Introduction 

The main known physiological function of Tau is to bind and stabilize microtubules (MTs) 

[1–3]. This interaction influences MTs stability, axonal transport and growth [3–6] and its 

alteration has a relevant role in tauopathies. During the progression of the pathology, Tau 

undergoes post-translational modifications, leading to detachment from MTs and an 

ensuing increase of the soluble pool of Tau that is considered more easily subjected to 

post translational modifications and truncation. This event is thought to determine 

aggregation and the progression of neurodegeneration, with deficits in synaptic 

transmission, neuronal loss and cognitive impairment [1,2,7,8]. 

Despite the high and increasing incidence of these diseases, currently available drugs do 

not halt their progression, pointing up the need to understand the molecular mechanisms 

involved in early steps of tauopathy. 

All current approaches to target Tau are based on its known actions on MTs, and are 

aimed at counteracting the aggregation of soluble pool of Tau to block its seeding and 

spreading. Non canonical functions of Tau, not linked to its microtubule-binding properties, 

have been suggested [9–16], but their relevance in physiology and pathology is not known. 

A small amount of Tau has been found to be localized within the nucleus and a growing 

body of evidence supports the affinity of Tau for nucleic acids. In vitro studies 
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demonstrated that Tau is able to bind the minor groove of dsDNA [17,18] and this 

interaction takes place with both AT- and GC-rich oligonucleotides [17,19]. Tau has been 

found, in neuroblastoma and neuronal nuclei [9,13,20], associated with heterochromatin 

and pericentromeric DNA [14,16,21], but Tau function in this compartment is still unclear. 

A putative role in nucleolar organization has been suggested [9,13,14]. Moreover, a 

possible role of Tau in DNA damage protection and chromosome stability has been 

proposed, since wild-type Tau prevents DNA damage under oxidative stress or 

hyperthermic conditions [10,16,18] while Tau bearing the pathological mutation P301L is 

associated to chromosome instability and aneuploidy [22–24]. 

Nevertheless, although these observations suggest a role of Tau in the nuclear 

compartment, this field is still largely unexplored and it is not known whether nuclear Tau 

could have a role in modulating gene expression or some aspects of chromatin function 

that might be relevant for the pathophysiology of tauopathies. 

Here, we provide the first demonstration that the nuclear pool of Tau modulates the 

expression of the vesicular glutamate transporter VGluT1, which is known to be strongly 

upregulated in early phases of tauopathies [25,26]. Moreover, we show that increasing the 

soluble pool of Tau favours its nuclear translocation and increases the expression of 

VGluT1. The TauP301L mutation hinders this chain of events and impairs its effect on 

VGluT1 expression. 

Our results provide new information on the physiological role of Tau and, above all, 

suggest important implications for the pathogenesis of tauopathies. 

 

Results 

Tau is detectable in the soluble and chromatin-bound nuclear fractions, and 

increases VGluT1 mRNA and protein levels 

To study the possible role of nuclear Tau in chromatin functions, we performed a sub-

cellular fractionation and isolated the soluble and DNA-bound nuclear fractions of the 

hippocampal neuronal cell line HT22 and the neuroblastoma cell line SHSY5y as 

established models to study the neuronal cytotoxicity in neurodegeneration. Beside the 

endogenous expression of Tau proteins, we overexpressed the wild-type Tau isoform 

4R0N.  

We verified that Tau is clearly detectable in the soluble nuclear fraction; moreover, we 

showed that it accumulates in the DNA-bound fraction (Figure 1A), confirming in a cellular 

context previous evidence on Tau-DNA interaction in vitro [17,27]. 

To investigate whether nuclear Tau might have a role in modulating gene expression, we 

checked the expression of disease-related genes in Tau-overexpressing cells. A growing 

body of evidence suggests that glutamate release is altered during the progression of 

tauopathies, causing an early synaptic hyperexcitability in the asymptomatic phase 

mediated by Tau [11,25,26]. 

Therefore, we focused on the presynaptic vesicular glutamate transporters (VGluT1) that 

package glutamate into vesicles for neurotransmitter exocytosis [28]. 
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We observed an increase of VGluT1 protein level (HT22: 2.2±0.26SE Fold Change=FC; 

SHSY5Y: 2.24±0.44SE FC) in neuronal cell lines overexpressing Tau (Figure 1A-B). 

Remarkably, we also found that Tau expression increases VGluT1 mRNA (HT22: 

2.99±0.43SE FC; SHSY5Y: 2.69±1.27SE FC) (Figure 1C).  

To verify whether this effect is determined by the interference of the overexpressed Tau 

with the endogenous isoforms we performed the same analysis on non-neuronal cells 

(Hela cells) that do not express endogenous Tau.  We found that in this cellular 

background the de novo expression of Tau induced the increased expression of VGluT1 

mRNA and protein as well (mRNA: 3.6±0.75SE FC; protein: 2.19±0.49SE FC) (Figure 1).  

Taken together, these results indicate that Tau modulates VGluT1 gene expression, in a 

cell type-independent manner. 

VGluT1 increased expression is dependent on nuclear Tau 

To investigate whether the modulation of VGluT1 expression could be mediated by the 

nuclear pool of Tau or by an indirect effect of cytoplasmic Tau, we forced the localization 

of Tau in the nucleus or its retention in the cytoplasm by including a nuclear localization 

sequence (Tau-NLS) or a nuclear export signal (Tau-NES), respectively. As expected, 

Tau-NLS prevalently accumulated in the nuclear fraction, while Tau-NES was mainly 

detected in the cytoplasm (Figure 2A, Figure S1). 

We observed that Tau-NLS induced an increase in VGluT1 protein expression 

(2.0±0.36SE FC) comparable to that induced by untagged Tau. On the contrary, when the 

nuclear localization of Tau was prevented (Tau-NES), no increase in VGluT1 protein could 

be observed (Figure 2A-B). 

Likewise, cells expressing Tau-NES showed no increase in the level of VGluT1 mRNA, 

while cells expressing Tau-NLS showed an increase similar to that observed with 

untagged Tau (Tau-NLS: 1.88±0.33SE FC; Tau-NES: 1.18±0.21SE FC) (Figure 2C). 

This set of data indicates that Tau proteins translocated into the nucleus regulate the 

expression of VGluT1. Accordingly, shifting the equilibrium towards cytoplasmic Tau, by 

forcing its nuclear export, brings VGluT1 expression back to baseline. 

Displacing Tau from microtubules increases the localization of endogenous Tau in 

the nucleus 

At the onset of pathology, Tau undergoes post-translational modifications that induce its 

detachment from microtubules. The increased availability of soluble Tau protein is 

currently believed to slowly favour the toxic oligomerization [1,2,29,30]. We reasoned that 

this event could shift the equilibrium between the Tau pools in the cytoplasmic and nuclear 

compartments, thus increasing Tau nuclear localization. To investigate this hypothesis, we 

induced the detachment of endogenous Tau from MTs by treating HT22 cells with 

paclitaxel (PTX) or nocodazole (Noc). These drugs increase soluble Tau with two different 

mechanisms, preserving or disrupting the MT network, respectively. Indeed, PTX 

competes with Tau for the same binding pocket on the tubulin dimer, causing its 
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displacement from MTs; nocodazole disassembles the MT network, leading to an increase 

in soluble Tau [31–34]. Importantly, to avoid possible misleading results due to Tau 

overexpression, we treated neuron-like cells expressing the endogenous but not the 

exogenous Tau. As showed by WB experiments, in treated cells we observed an increase 

of Tau levels in both the nuclear soluble fraction and in DNA-bound nuclear fraction 

(Figure 3A, Figure S2). We conclude that the destabilization of the endogenous Tau from 

MTs favours not only an increase in the cytoplasmic soluble pool, but also its translocation 

to the nuclear compartment. 

Displacing Tau from microtubules increases the expression of VGluT1 and 

glutamatergic synaptic transmission  

Having established that the amount of nuclear Tau can be directly influenced by 

modulating its interaction with cytoplasmic MTs, we investigated whether increasing the 

nuclear pool of endogenous Tau determines a concomitant increase in VGluT1 

expression. We observed that in PTX- and Noc-treated cells VGluT1 expression rises 

significantly (PTX, 2.0±0.23SE FC; Noc, 2.29±0.64SE FC) (Figure 3B-C). A strong 

increase in VGluT1 expression, detected by IF, was also observed in PTX- and Noc-

treated primary neuronal cultures (Figure 3D). In order to ask whether the increased 

expression of VGluT1 has a functional counterpart linked to glutamatergic transmission, 

patch-clamp recordings of spontaneous synaptic transmission (miniature Excitatory 

Postsynaptic Currents, mEPSCs) on primary neuronal cultures has been performed. 

Consistent with our hypotheses we found a significant increase in mEPSC frequency after 

either PTX or Noc treatment (Figure 3E). In addition, both PTX and, albeit to a lesser 

extent, Noc also increased mEPSC amplitude (Figure 3E and Figure S2D). 

Altogether, these results demonstrate that the modulation of the endogenous soluble Tau 

levels alters VGluT1 expression, ultimately impinging on glutamatergic synaptic 

transmission. 

VGluT1 expression is not increased by P301L mutated Tau 

To investigate whether pathologically mutated Tau could have an impact on its role in the 

nuclear compartment, we expressed TauP301L and we observed that this mutant is 

efficiently translocated into nucleus as well as the wild type Tau. Indeed, it is detectable in 

both the soluble and chromatin-bound fractions (Figure 4A). We observed that TauP301L 

does not increase VGluT1 expression with respect to control cells. Indeed, both the protein 

(1.16±0.13SE FC) and mRNA levels (1.04±0.23SE FC) are not statistically different from 

those in control cells (Figure 4). Taken together, these results indicate that P301L mutation 

does not affect the nuclear translocation but abolishes the ability of Tau to induce VGluT1 

expression and thus leads to a loss of this nuclear function. 

 

Discussion 

Here we demonstrated that Tau, a well-established microtubule-associated protein 

[1,2,4,35], has a relevant role in modulating the expression of a gene specifically involved 
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in glutamatergic synaptic transmission. We found that this function is specifically exerted 

by Tau protein localized in the nuclear compartment and that it is abolished by the 

tauopathy mutation TauP301L. Previous evidence identified Tau in the nuclei of 

neuroblastoma and neuronal cells [9,13,20]. We detected Tau in the nuclei of HeLa and 

HT22 cells confirming that the ability of Tau to translocate into the nucleus is retained also 

in non-neuronal cell lines. The mechanisms by which Tau localizes to the nucleus are still 

unknown, even though it has been shown that the interaction of Tau with TRIM28 

stabilizes and promotes Tau nuclear accumulation. In addition, both nuclear Tau and 

nuclear TRIM28 are increased in AD brains [36]. 

We observed that, in the nuclear compartment, Tau is detectable in the soluble nuclear 

fraction and in the DNA-bound fraction. Our demonstration of Tau association to chromatin 

confirms, in a cellular context, previous in vitro studies demonstrating a possible 

interaction of Tau with DNA [17,27,37]. 

Up to now, the role of Tau in the nucleus is still unclear. Previous studies have suggested 

its involvement in nucleolar organization and in DNA protection under stress conditions 

[14,16]. Nuclear Tau has been found to accumulate in heterochromatin during aging [21] 

suggesting a role in modulating gene expression but no evidence for this role is available. 

We focused on this hypothesis, and, in particular, on the possibility that nuclear Tau might 

modulate the expression of genes involved in glutamatergic synaptic transmission. Indeed, 

a common event identified during the progression of Tau pathology is a strong change in 

synaptic transmission. In particular, in the early pathologic stage, glutamate release is 

increased and correlates with toxic circuit hyperexcitability; in subsequent stages, this is 

followed by a glutamate release impairment [25,26,38–40]. Synaptic glutamate release is 

mediated by several proteins and the VGluT family has a relevant role by mediating 

glutamate loading into synaptic vesicles [28]. In tauopathy mouse models, glutamate 

release and VGluT1 levels are increased in the pre-symptomatic phase of the disease 

[25,26]. A glutamate reduction is observed in late stages of tauopathy [26,38], suggesting 

that alterations of VGluT1 expression are dependent on both the stage of disease and the 

state of Tau protein. Thus, in early phase of the disease, Tau is detached from MTs but 

found mostly in a soluble state while, in later stages, it is in an aggregated state. It is 

conceivable that the nuclear role of Tau in these two stages is distinct. We found that 

increasing the expression of Tau leads to a selective increase in VGluT1 expression, but 

not of VGLuT2 nor of VGluT3 (data not shown). Remarkably, forcing the nuclear 

localization of Tau (Tau-NLS) increases VGluT1 expression at the same level attained by 

overexpression of untagged Tau. This might indicate either that the amount of untagged 

Tau reaching the nucleus is saturating, or that nuclear Tau is not responsible for that 

increase. We clarified this point by forcing the export of Tau from the nucleus (Tau-NES). 

Remarkably, we found that, in this case, the expression of VGluT1 returns to control level. 

We conclude that the modulation of VGluT1 expression is specifically triggered by nuclear 

Tau. 

To provide further supporting evidence, we treated cells with PTX and Noc, chemicals that 

increase the   Tau soluble pool by different mechanisms (Di Primio et al., 2017; Kar et al., 

2003). Both treatments increase Tau in the nucleus, highlighting an equilibrium between 

cytoplasmic and nuclear Tau. Concomitantly, the expression of VGluT1 mRNA and protein 
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was increased. This demonstrates that Tau detachment from MTs not only affects MTs 

stability, but also favours its nuclear translocation, thus directly affecting VGluT1 

expression. Remarkably, the increased nuclear Tau and VGluT1 expression was 

accompanied by an increased spontaneous synaptic transmission. In particular, the higher 

mEPSC frequency indicates a presynaptic effect that can be directly linked to higher 

VGluT1 levels. This electrophysiological observation represents an in vitro correlation of 

the neuronal hyperexcitability, a hallmark of early-stage tauopathy [25,26]. 

We also observed an increase of mEPSC amplitude following PTX and Noc treatments 

(Figure S3), which is usually attributed to a post-synaptic effect, suggesting that nuclear 

Tau might likewise influence the expression of glutamate receptors or of glutamate 

receptor interacting proteins. The modulation of VGluT1 mRNA by Tau might be exerted at 

the transcriptional level and Tau possible interaction with regulatory elements, i.e., 

enhancers or silencers might not be excluded. Previous observations clearly suggested 

the involvement of Tau on chromatin remodelling in pathology [41], but this was not 

directly linked to nuclear Tau functions. In addition, it has been recently observed that Tau 

activates transposable elements in Alzheimer’s disease [42]. 

A post-transcriptional effect of nuclear Tau on VGluT1 mRNA stability is another possibility 

that would lead to increased levels. In addition, an effect of nuclear Tau in promoting the 

export of VGluT1 mRNA to the cytoplasm could be present. It also remains to be verified 

whether Tau modulates the expression of other disease-relevant genes. 

This nuclear function of wild type Tau might have a relevant role in the onset of the 

sporadic pathology as it has been widely demonstrated that the glutamate release is 

increased and causes hippocampal hyperexcitability in the pre-symptomatic phase of 

tauopathies [26,38–40]. To investigate whether mutations of Tau found in human 

tauopathies influence the ability to modulate gene expression, we measured VGluT1 

expression in cells expressing TauP301L, a well-characterized mutant related to a group of 

genetic tauopathies [3,8,43,44]. Intriguingly, TauP301L nuclear translocation was not 

affected but its overexpression had no significant effect on VGluT1 level, thus indicating a 

loss of nuclear function. This result could be due to a failure in the interaction of mutated 

Tau with a nuclear cofactor involved in gene expression. We previously demonstrated that 

P301L mutation induces an altered protein conformation in the cytoplasm [31]. We cannot 

exclude that this alteration could contribute in hindering the binding to a cofactor. 

Moreover, the P301L mutation is placed in the second repeat of the microtubule-binding 

domain (MTBD), that seems to be also crucial for DNA binding [17], therefore an altered 

conformation of the repeat could impact on DNA binding and, consequently, on gene 

expression. Although we cannot explain the molecular mechanisms involved, a more 

extensive study on gene expression might be performed to elucidate the role of wild type 

and mutated Tau on the modulation of genes involved in glutamatergic synaptic 

transmission. 

Altogether, these results highlight the role of nuclear Tau in gene expression. This function 

could have a potential therapeutic relevance, and screening assays based on targeting 

this novel physiological mechanism will form the basis for new drug discovery approaches 

to fight neurodegeneration. To this regard, several aspects are still unclear, in particular, 

the mechanisms involved in this function, which will be the target of future research efforts. 
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It is currently accepted that, in tauopathies and in AD, Tau gains a toxic function, linked to 

its detachment from MTs and to the acquisition of aggregating properties. Our results open 

the intriguing possibility that in early phases of neuron degeneration progression, the same 

process that leads to Tau detachment from MTs might trigger an additional, but not 

necessarily alternative, gain of function, linked to modulation of pathologically relevant 

genes. As the neurodegeneration progresses, the increased pool of soluble Tau starts 

aggregating leading to a loss of the nuclear function of Tau. This would explain the 

observed reduction of glutamatergic transmission and VGluT1 expression in tauopathy 

models and human brains. These results prompt investigations to evaluate nuclear Tau as 

an attractive new therapeutic target. 

 

FIGURE LEGENDS 

 

Figure 1. Tau is detectable in nuclear fractions and increases VGluT1 expression 

A. Western blot of subcellular fractions obtained from neuronal (HT22 and SHSY5Y) and 

non-neuronal (HeLa) cell lines. B. Quantification of VGluT1 protein level in control and 

Tau-expressing cells C. VGluT1 mRNA quantification by qPCR. CF: cytoplasmic fraction; 

SNF: soluble nuclear fraction; DBF: DNA-bound fraction. (Mann-Whitney test; **** 

p<0.0001; *** p<0.001) (See also Figure S1). 

 

Figure 2. VGluT1 increased expression is mainly dependent on nuclear Tau 

A. Western blot of HT22 cells expressing Tau-NLS or Tau-NES. (See also Figure S2) B. 

Quantification of WB experiments. C. VGluT1 mRNA quantification by qPCR in HT22 cells. 

(Mann-Whitney test; **** p<0.0001; *** p<0.001; n.s. p>0.05). 

 

Figure 3. Tau displacement from MTs increases Tau nuclear accumulation and 

VGluT1 expression 

A-B. Western blot analysis of subcellular fractions from untreated and treated cells. UT 

(untreated), PTX (paclitaxel), Noc (nocodazole). C. Quantification of VGlut1 protein level 

(B) (Mann-Whitney test; * p<0.05; see also Figure S3) D. Representative confocal imaging 

of IF in primary neurons. Tau (red), VGluT1 (green), DAPI (blue). E. Cumulative 

distributions of mEPSC frequency (i.e., interevent interval) following either PTX or Noc 

treatment, compared to untreated controls (Ctrl, n = 3002 events from 12 cells; PTX, n = 

4911 events from 10 cells; Noc, n = 3576 events from 6 cells; Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, 

Ctrl vs. PTX, p<0.001; Ctrl vs. Noc, p<0.001; PTX vs. Noc, p<0.001). 

 

Figure 4. P301L mutation leads to loss of nuclear function  

A. Western blot of subcellular fractions obtained from HT22 cells expressing wild-type Tau 

or TauP301L. B. Quantification of WB experiments. C. VGluT1 mRNA quantification by 

qPCR in HT22 cells expressing wild-type Tau or TauP301L (Mann-Whitney test; **** 

p<0.0001; *** p<0.001; n.s. p>0.05) (See also Figure S4). 

 

 

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
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Figure S1 

A. IF of HT22 cells expressing Tau-NLS or Tau-NES constructs. Tau (red), DAPI (blue). B. 

Quantification of WB in Fig.2. The ratio SNF/CF and DBF/CF=1 corresponds to Tau ratio 

in control cells. 

 

Figure S2  

A. Western blot analysis of total extracts from untreated and treated HT22 cells. UT 

(untreated), PTX (paclitaxel), Noc (nocodazole). B. Quantification of Tau protein level in 

the soluble nuclear fraction (Mann-Whitney test; * p-value<0.05) C. Quantification of Tau 

protein level in the chromatin-bound fraction (Mann-Whitney test; ** p-value<0,01). D. 

Cumulative distributions showing mEPSC amplitude following either PTX or Noc 

treatment, compared to untreated controls (Ctrl, n = 3015 events from 12 cells; PTX, n = 

4921 events from 10 cells; Noc, n = 3582 events from 6 cells; Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, 

Ctrl vs. PTX, p < 0.001; Ctrl vs. Noc, p < 0.001; PTX vs. Noc, p < 0.001). 

 

Experimental Procedures 

Chimeric Constructs Cloning 

The cDNA encoding Tau isoform D (383aa) has been cloned into the BglII site of 

pcDNA3.1. Tau-NLS has been generated by digestion and cloning of the 3xNLS in the 

XhoI/BamHI site. Tau-NES has been obtained by PCR amplification of NES and cloning in 

EcoRI/BamHI site.  

Cell Culture, transfections and treatments 

HeLa cells and immortalized hippocampal neurons HT22 were maintained in Dulbecco's 

modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) (GIBCO) supplemented with 10% FBS. The day before 

the experiment cells were seeded at 105 cells in six-well plates or in Willco dishes 

(Willcowells). Lipofection was carried out with Effectene (QIAGEN) or Lipofectamine 2000 

(Thermo-Fisher) according to manufacturer’s instructions. 

Primary hippocampal neurons were obtained from postnatal day (P) 0 B6/129 mice. 

Hippocampi were dissected and triturated in cold calcium-free Hank's balanced salt 

solution with 100 U ml−1 penicillin, 0.1 mg ml−1 streptomycin, and digested in 0.1% trypsin, 

followed by inactivation in 10% FBS DMEM (GIBCO) with 100 U ml−1 DNase. Neurons 

were seeded on poly-D-lysine-coated glass coverslips. For initial plating, neurons were 

maintained in Neurobasal-A medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 4.5 g l−1 D-glucose, 

10% FBS, 2% B27 (Invitrogen), 1% Glutamax (Invitrogen), 1 mM pyruvate, 4 μM reduced 

glutathione, and 12.5 μM glutamate. From the following day on, neurons were grown in 

Neurobasal-A medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 2% B27 (Invitrogen), 1% Glutamax 

(Invitrogen), and 1 μg ml−1 gentamicin. For IF experiments, neurons at day in vitro (DIV) 18 

have been used. HT22 cells and primary hippocampal neurons were treated with PTX 1µM 

or Noc 1µM for 4 hours. 

Western Blot and Immunostaining 
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Total protein extracts were prepared in lysis buffer supplemented with protease and 

phosphatase inhibitors. The Subcellular Protein Fractionation Kit for Cultured Cells 

(Thermo-Fisher) was used according to manufacturer’s instructions. For each sample 20 

g of each fraction were loaded. Proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE and electro-

blotted onto Hybond-C-Extra (Amersham Biosciences) nitrocellulose membranes. 

Membranes were blocked (5% skimmed milk powder in TBS, 0.1% Tween 20).  

For IF experiments, cells were fixed with ice-cold 100% methanol for 5 min. After 

permeabilization (PBS, 0.1% Triton-X100) samples were blocked (1% wt/vol BSA) and 

incubated with primary and secondary antibodies. Slides were mounted with Vectashield 

mounting medium (Vector Laboratories).  

Primary antibodies for WB: mouse anti-tau (Tau5) 1:1000 ab80579 (AbCam); mouse anti-

α-Tubulin Clone B-5-1-2 1:10000 (SIGMA-ALDRICH); mouse anti-GAPDH 1:15000 

(Fitzgerald); rabbit anti-VGluT1 ab77822 1:500 (AbCam). Secondary antibodies for 

Western blot analysis were HRP-conjugated anti-mouse or anti-rabbit, purchased from 

Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., Santa Cruz, CA, USA. 

Primary antibodies for IF: mouse anti-tau (Tau-13) 1:500 (Santa Cruz); rabbit anti-VGLUT1 

ab77822 1:500 (AbCam); DAPI 1:15000 (Sigma). Secondary antibodies for IF: Alexa Fluor 

633; Alexa Fluor 488 (Life Technologies). 

Real-time PCR 

Total RNA was extracted by Nucleospin (Macherey-Nagel) and retro-transcribed by 

Reverse Transcriptase Core kit (Eurogentec) according to manufacturer’s instructions. 

Real-time PCR was performed using the iTaqTM Universal SYBR® Green Supermix  

(BioRad), and performed for 40 cycles of amplification with denaturation at 95°C for 15 s, 

annealing at 60°C for 25 s, extension at 72°C for 20 s. The primers employed were: Actin: 

fwd 5'-TCCATCCTGGCCTCACTGTCCAC-3', rev 5'-GAGGGGCCGGACTCATCGTACT-

3'; Tau: fwd 5’-GTGACCTCCAAGTGTGGCTCATT-3’, rev 5’-

CTTCGACTGGACTCTGTCCTTG-3’; VGluT1: fwd 5’-GAGGAGTGGCAGTACGTGTTCC-

3’, rev 5’- TCTCCAGAAGCAAAGACCCC-3’. 

Image Acquisition and Analysis 

A Leica TCS SP8 confocal laser-scanning microscope (Leica Microsystems, Mannheim, 

Germany) equipped with Leica Application Suite (LAS) X software was used. All frames 

were captured by means of HC PL APO CS2 40X/1.30 (*) oil objective, a format size of 

2048 x 2048 pixel and a sequential scan procedure. All confocal frames were taken by a 

suitable scanning power and speed along with gain level to achieve the greater signal 

definition and avoid any background noise. (*) N.A.=1.30.  

Patch-clamp recordings and electrophysiological data analysis 

Recordings were performed on primary neuronal cultures, by adapting the procedure 

described in Piacentini et al. [45]. Cells were continuously bathed using Tyrode’s solution 

containing (in mM): NaCl 150, KCl 4, MgCl2 1, CaCl2 4, Glucose 10, HEPES 10, pH 7.4 

with NaOH. Borosilicate glass pipettes were pulled with a P-97 puller (Sutter, CA) to a 

resistance of 5-6 M when filled with an internal solution containing (in mM): K-Gluconate 

145, MgCl2 2, HEPES 10, EGTA 0.1, Mg-ATP 2.5, Na-GTP 0.25, phosphocreatine 5, pH 

7.35 with KOH. Miniature Excitatory Postsynaptic Currents (mEPSCs) were recorded while 

holding the neuron at a command potential of -70 mV. Data were acquired using a 
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MultiClamp 700A amplifier, connected to a Digidata 1322A digitizer (Molecular Devices, 

CA). Data were analyzed using Clampfit 10.7 (Molecular Devices) as described in 

Mainardi et al. [46]. An event template was constructed and used to detect mEPSCs; 

stringency of detection was ensured by setting the “template match threshold” to 4. After 

event detection, the cumulative distributions for mEPSC amplitude and frequency (the 

latter as interevent interval) were calculated. 

Statistical analysis 

For Western Blot and quantitative real-time PCR, statistical significance was assessed by 

non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test followed by pairwise Mann-Whitney test (one tailed). 

For qPCR, gene expression was calculated with Pfaffl method [47]. Each sample was run 

in triplicate and at least three biological replicates were performed for each experiment. All 

results are shown as mean±SEM from at least three independent experiments. 

Significance is indicated as * for p<0.05, ** for p<0.01, *** for p<0.001 and **** for 

p<0.0001. For patch-clamp recordings, statistical significance was assessed using the 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. 
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Figure 1. Tau is detectable in nuclear fractions and increases VGluT1 expression 

A. Western blot of subcellular fractions obtained from neuronal (HT22 and SHSY5Y) and 

non-neuronal (HeLa) cell lines. B. Quantification of VGluT1 protein level in control and Tau-

expressing cells C. VGluT1 mRNA quantification by qPCR. CF: cytoplasmic fraction; SNF: 

soluble nuclear fraction; DBF: DNA-bound fraction. (Mann-Whitney test; **** p<0.0001; *** 

p<0.001) (See also Figure S1). 
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Figure 2. VGluT1 increased expression is mainly dependent on nuclear Tau 

A. Western blot of HT22 cells expressing Tau-NLS or Tau-NES. (See also Figure S2) B. 

Quantification of WB experiments. C. VGluT1 mRNA quantification by qPCR in HT22 cells. 

(Mann-Whitney test; **** p<0.0001; *** p<0.001; n.s. p>0.05). 
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Figure 3. Tau displacement from MTs increases Tau nuclear accumulation and 

VGluT1 expression 

A-B. Western blot analysis of subcellular fractions from untreated and treated cells. UT 

(untreated), PTX (paclitaxel), Noc (nocodazole). C. Quantification of VGlut1 protein level (B) 

(Mann-Whitney test; * p<0.05; see also Figure S3) D. Representative confocal imaging of IF 

in primary neurons. Tau (red), VGluT1 (green), DAPI (blue). E. Cumulative distributions of 

mEPSC frequency (i.e., interevent interval) following either PTX or Noc treatment, compared 

to untreated controls (Ctrl, n = 3002 events from 12 cells; PTX, n = 4911 events from 10 
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cells; Noc, n = 3576 events from 6 cells; Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, Ctrl vs. PTX, p<0.001; 

Ctrl vs. Noc, p<0.001; PTX vs. Noc, p<0.001). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. P301L mutation leads to loss of nuclear function  

A. Western blot of subcellular fractions obtained from HT22 cells expressing wild-type Tau 

or TauP301L. B. Quantification of WB experiments. C. VGluT1 mRNA quantification by qPCR 

in HT22 cells expressing wild-type Tau or TauP301L (Mann-Whitney test; **** p<0.0001; *** 

p<0.001; n.s. p>0.05) (See also Figure S4). 
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Figure S1.  

A. IF of HT22 cells expressing Tau-NLS or Tau-NES constructs. Tau (red), DAPI (blue). B. 

Quantification of WB in Fig.2. The ratio SNF/CF and DBF/CF=1 corresponds to Tau ratio in 

control cells. 
 

 

Figure S2. 

 A. Western blot analysis of total extracts from untreated and treated HT22 cells. UT 

(untreated), PTX (paclitaxel), Noc (nocodazole). B. Quantification of Tau protein level in the 

soluble nuclear fraction (Mann-Whitney test; * p-value<0.05) C. Quantification of Tau protein 

level in the chromatin-bound fraction (Mann-Whitney test; ** p-value<0,01). D. Cumulative 

distributions showing mEPSC amplitude following either PTX or Noc treatment, compared 

to untreated controls (Ctrl, n = 3015 events from 12 cells; PTX, n = 4921 events from 10 

cells; Noc, n = 3582 events from 6 cells; Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, Ctrl vs. PTX, p < 0.001; 

Ctrl vs. Noc, p < 0.001; PTX vs. Noc, p < 0.001). 
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